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Abstract. The paper presents the design features, the energy modelling and optical performance details of two pilot 

Intelligent Energy Buildings, (IEB). Both are evolution of the Zero Energy Building (ZEB) concept. RES innovations 

backed up by signal processing, simulation models and ICT tools were embedded into the building structures in order to 

implement a new predictive energy management concept. In addition, nano-coatings, produced by TiO2 and ITO nano-

particles, were deposited on the IEB structural elements and especially on the window panes and the PV glass covers. 

They exhibited promising SSP values which lowered the cooling loads and increased the PV modules yield. Both pilot 

IEB units were equipped with an on-line dynamic hourly solar radiation prediction model, implemented by sensors and 

the related software to manage effectively the energy source, the loads and the storage or the backup system. The IEB 

energy sources covered the thermal loads via a south façade embedded in the wall and a solar roof which consists of a 

specially designed solar collector type, while a PV generator is part of the solar roof, like a compact  BIPV in hybrid 

configuration to a small wind turbine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The RES technologies gained importance by the time since more than 40 years and offered themselves to new 

building architectures. The aim was the exploitation of the solar energy towards passive solar designs and bio-

climatic buildings meeting the comfort conditions,[1-2]. Their natural evolution was the (net) Zero Energy 

Buildings,(n)ZEB, or zero emission buildings,[3-10], whose characteristic was the integration of RES ever-

developing technologies into the building structures, sometimes associated to conventional technologies, too. During 

the last decade nano-technology products are introduced to make part of the surface and the structural elements. 

Also, ICT tools associated to solar energy/radiation and sophisticated solar/energy radiation modelling make up the 

contemporary IEB units to satisfy energy cost-effective solutions, zero energy or even positive energy buildings. 

These gave a boost to the concept of the Intelligent Energy Building [9,11,12]. In many cases, the IEB was a 

reengineering product of the ZEB. This paper deals with such a case presenting two pilot IEB designs with advanced 

in-built properties. Their main feature is the artificially granted ability of the building to predict the hourly patterns 

of the daily global solar radiation, ex ante, since the early morning hours of a day [12]. The other main feature, 

comes through Spectral Selective Properties, (SSP), provided by nano-coatings, produced by ITO and TiO2 nano-

particles, on the building structural elements, [13,14] . All these above, made the IEB test units to achieve energy 

performance control optimization based on solar radiation prediction, stochastic PV and solar collector sizing and 

nano-material which affect thermal & cooling loads. 

CONCEPT AND DESIGN OF TWO IEB TEST CELLS 

Two pilot Intelligent Energy Buildings (IEB) are studied as a reengineering output of Zero Energy Buildings 

(ZEB), Figures 1a,b,c. The design principles, the energy modeling and operational details of both IEB units are 

outlined in this paper. RES technologies, solar radiation simulation models accompanied by special software, on-line 

management and ICT tools, new material and nano-coatings were all embedded into their structures. The result was 

the cost-effective IEB units which meet the criteria to cover the thermal and power loads with the minimum installed 

PV peak power. The PV sizing followed a stochastic process, according to the preset load profiles and priority 

criteria related to load time shifting. Thus, a further reduction in the peak power was achieved [15]. 



The first IEB unit is equipped with a 110Wp PV array and 2m
2
 flat plate solar collector type of construction as a 

south façade inbuilt into the wall and 1 m
2
 flat plate collector type making part of the roof, as shown in Fig.1a. A 

50W wind turbine in a hybrid connection to the PV contributed in meeting the IEB test cell power loads. 

Fig.1a shows an embedded to south wall innovative construction to operate as a solar collector type construction 

providing warm water to the under-floor heating system. Also, a solar chimney at the top end of the solar roof, a 

pyranometer and indoor-outdoor temperature sensors, as well as glass windows nano-coated with ITO and TiO2 

nano particles through a spray technique developed for this project, provide intelligent features in this IEB unit 

especially as it concerns their energy performance and management. 

 

 

 
(a)        (b)   (c) 

 

FIGURE 1. (a) The first IEB test cell with inbuilt south façade and solar roof. The pyranometer, provides signals for solar 

radiation prediction, (b) the second IEB pilot unit with a PV/T roof combined with the solar collector part, (c) another version of 

the same IEB unit where tubes with eco-Freon are attached in the PV back surface and in the solar collector construction. 

 

The second IEB test cell unit has a slight different design. It is powered by a compact solar roof. Part of the roof 

is an embedded PV/T, based on an a-Si module of 50 Wp. Tubes filled with eco-Freon were in a very good 

conduction bond to the PV panel. Freon vapor produced travels upwards to the end of the tubes, whose ends are 

inside a heat exchanger at the back of the roof, see Fig.1b,c, to provide hot water around 40-45
o
C suitable for under 

floor heating. Cooled vapor flows down the tubes in liquid form, in a two phase flow. The rest part of the roof is a 

solar collector construction operating with eco-Freon too as cooling agent without the need of any pump circulator. 

It provides domestic hot water and under floor space heating. The south façade has a narrow air space of 5 cm 

confined by a glass panel and a brown/green wall, Figs.1b,c. The air is self-pumped in/out of the building based on 

the thermo-siphon effect, according to the indoor thermal requirements, e.g. winter, spring, summer, etc. 

Another version of this IEB unit construction with the same technical features, as the one of Fig.1b, had a 

greenish color for optical euphoria in the south façade. The south façade has a narrow air space confined by a glass 

panel and a brown/green wall.  

A combined solar thermal and power roof was designed, where a special construction of a flat plate solar 

collector type roof, side by side to PV modules served both as power and thermal energy provider and as a roof, too 

to lower costs. Both pilot IEB units were equipped with a dynamic hourly global solar radiation prediction 

model,[12], implemented via temperature sensors, a pyranometer, a digital flow meter  and signal processing in 

order to operate on a predictive IEB management based on the Energy Balance Equation:  

 

Energy Provider – Loads = Storage / back up system         

 

Qu,pr- ∑QLi + Qb= Qst                                                                                                    (1) 

 

where, Qu,pr represents the predicted useful energy to be delivered on an hourly basis in a day, ∑QLi  represents 

the sum of the Loads which are associated to a priority coefficient each one, eq.(2), for the implementation of the 

load time shift and Qb , Qst are the amount of energy provided by the back up source and the stored energy 

respectively. 
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The intelligent tool no1. 

A special software developed may predicted the hourly patterns, I(h;n), of the daily global solar radiation [12] 

based on the early morning pyranometer measurements in a day, n. The hourly solar radiation prediction, as in 

eq.(3), enables the estimation in a day of the power to be  delivered, as analyzed in [14,15]. 

 

           (3) 

 

 

σI(h2;nj)  and  σI(h3;nj)  are the s.d. of the measured I(h;nj) values at hours h2 and h3, respectively, in the day nj, 

as obtained from the databank. The expression above includes two stochastic terms, one  which stands for the 

stochastic fluctuations at hour h3,  and a second term to stand for the rate of change of the I(h;nj),  within the time 

interval [h1, h2]. R is a random number Gaussianly distributed, (0,1), with a mean equal to 0 and a standard 

deviation equal to 1. Accepted values of R, according to this model, should lie within the interval [t1 ±1], where t1 is 

determined by eq.(4) below,    

 

         (4) 

Iav(h;nj) represents the average of hourly data for the day nj over a number of years as obtained from a databank. 

R1 is randomly distributed according  to a Gaussian p.d.f. (0, 1). The term (t2*σ I(h2;nj) - t1*σI(h1;nj))*R1 stands 

for the contribution to the I(h;nj) prediction by its rate of change during the 2 previous hours. After the estimation of 

the intensity of the solar radiation, the algorithm continues to predict the next hour and so on. 

This tool contributes to a cost-effective sizing to cope with the required power and thermal load profiles in a 

reliable way based on the preset Loss Load Probability concept [15]. The prediction of the power to be delivered by 

the PV generator combined by the prediction of the heat to be stored during a day  constitute a dynamic property of 

this IEB construction. The PV peak power installed using the stochastic sizing is about 20-25% less compared with 

that determined by conventional sizing methods, as described in [14]. On the other hand, the power prediction 

permits the effective shift of the loads to another day when excess power and heat will be predicted to happen since 

the early hours of a day. Thus, instead of burning the excess energy it is used to meet the shifted loads. This dynamic 

behavior leads to an additional decrease in the installed PV peak power by 10% compared to the simple PV sizing 

methodologies. Fig.2 shows the comparison between the average global solar radiation profile against a real 

measured one and the predicted by the software developed. There are cases where the average is much different than 

the real and the predicted. These are the cases of high importance in the loads time shift scenario. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2. Global solar radiation predicted profile for the 17th January, in Patra, Greece, compared to the real hourly profile as 

measured and the average one from a 5 years databank. 
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The 2nd intelligent tool 

The sizing of both PV generator and the flat plate collector system embedded on the solar roof and in the façade 

is based on a stochastic model, by the following equations, as outlined in [15 ].  

 

                                          (5)                                     

 

                                                 (6) 

 

where, QL=ΣQL,i is the daily load in (Wh/day),  

PSH, is the Peak Solar Hour (h/day), either taken as an average value from the database or predicted, as said 

above. 

Pm,cor is a corrected peak power due to solar radiation fluctuations. σΗ is the standard deviation of the daily global 

solar radiation on the horizontal and Hm is the mean daily value as estimated using the databank. R is the solar 

radiation  conversion coefficient from the horizontal to the inclined plane, either for the day the PV operation is 

studied, see eq.(5). It is either the daily value estimated through equations based on that day's solar irradiation and 

the clearness index coefficient or it is the mean value for that day, see eq.(6), based on past years values of the solar 

radiation in that site, as estimated in [14].  

d is the number of the days the PV-plant is energy independent under a 95% confidence level. d, in the stochastic 

model of PV sizing, used in this case, was not preset but it is a parameter to be determined through the loss load 

probability simulation process.  

Πεi, is the product of the DC power transfer coefficients from the PV generator till the DC/AC unit. They have to 

take into account the daily and night coefficients and their values, as it is mostly important. 

Using this methodology, the minimum values of the PV generator peak power, the energy storage capacity and 

the adequate solar collectors surface are determined for a preset Loss Load Probability. The decrease in the sizing 

results reached for the local climate, φ=38Ν, 20-25%  compared to the classical sizing methods 

Further minimization of the PV generator peak power and the storage system was obtained by loads time shift, 

too. 

The combination of the tools no1 & 2 decrease even further the PV installed peak power to about 30-35% 

compared to other classical methodologies, described in [14]. In general, the IEB management system controls the 

energy provider/sources-loads-storage, where the solar radiation is simulated and predicted on an hourly basis, 

Figure 2. On the other hand, the loads were managed - with on/off mode or time shift- by distance, too, according to 

the prediction of the energy to be harvested during the day.  

The intelligent tool no3. 

The regular check of the PV generator against power degradation effects is essential in order to protect the 

system against unwanted power reduction due to external agents, which could lead to  a faster PV aging process 

[16]. This is achieved through diagnostic techniques which include I-V curve monitoring and IR thermography, see 

Fig. 3. This tool should be further associated to a self-cleaning property of the nano-coated surfaces, to be described 

in the next section.  

 

 
FIGURE 3. IR thermography of PV/T.  

 



Introduction of nanocoatings to IEB units 

Nanotechnology developments were also introduced in these IEB structures. Nanocoatings based on TiO2 and 

SiO2 nanoparticles diluted into an organic binder were deposited onto the IEB window glasses and the PV glasses 

using a spray technique for massive coating. The spectral transmittance of the nanocoated glass as measured is 

shown in Fig. 4. The contribution of those nanocoatings, of about 200 nm thickness, showed an increase of 1.5% in 

total in the transmission coefficient in the VIS part of the solar spectrum, in parallel to a decrease in the reflectance, 

as compared with the measurements of a reference glass.  
 

 

  
FIGURE 4. Spectral transmittance of TiO2 based nanocoating with self-cleaning properties and of reference glass. 

 

In addition, coatings based on ITO nanoparticles were examined for use on glass parts of the IEB, with thickness 

of approximately 5-10 μm. The sought Spectral Selective Properties, (SSP), of these nanocoatings were the low 

transmittance and high reflectance in the IR part of the solar radiation spectrum, as illustrated in Fig.5. The spectral 

transmittance and reflectance of such ITO coating samples on glass surface was measured using a UV-3600 

Shimadzu spectrophotometer with MPC-3100 sample compartment and integrating sphere, and are presented in 

Fig.6. The one coating cuts off radiation at wavelengths above 1800nm and the other at 2200nm. The transmittance 

of the samples at the solar region of the spectrum, was calculated based on the spectral transmittance weighted by 

the solar spectral distribution Ε(λ), according to eq. 7. The interval δλ is considered 1nm, the wavelength range 300-

2500nm. The transmittance of the ITO coatings in the solar region was estimated 0.61 and 0.70 respectively. 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Spectral Selective Properties of the nano-coated surfaces in the IEB test cell. Low emissivity, ε, and high 

reflectivity, r, in the IR part of the solar spectrum. 
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FIGURE 6. Spectral transmittance and reflectance of ITO based nanocoatings. 

 

The contribution of the ITO coating increases further the thermal performance of the IEB pilot unit especially in 

summer time, where the room temperature was measured to be lower by 5-8
o
C than the one without nano-coated 

surfaces.  

This ITO coating due to its thickness was not appropriate for PV glass cover. However, the samples tested on PV 

cells showed lower temperatures developed in the cell, causing a power recuperation of +3% with reference to non-

coated glass, which gives a promising property. 

The IEB envelope according to the targets outlined above was re-evaluated and re-designed. Features like: 

innovative design of south walls with intelligent facades and window panes being coated with ultra thin films of 

nano-particles (ITO, TiO2) with optical properties as described, were embedded into its shell. All these according to 

the design and the add-on technologies made the building structure operate in pre-determined dynamic ways 

possessing a degree of intelligence.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The two IEB models designed, constructed and studied: 

1.Have incorporated into their structures R.E.S. elements, like solar thermal and PV modules, new material and 

nano-coated surfaces with special SSP values to enhance building thermal performance in Winter and reduce 

cooling loads during Summer. 

2.Experience natural ventilation induced by RES technics integrated on the roof, ending to a solar chimney 

3.Have energy roofs and energy facades providing warm aqueous solution for under floor heating or space 

heating and domestic hot water 

4. Behave appropriately as to meet cost-effectively the thermal/cooling, power loads by solar energy 

technologies 

5. Predict the Power and Energy to be harvested hourly in a day, and hence 

6. Manage the loads by time shifting according to the predicted power and energy 

A total 30% decrease of PV peak power is achieved based on the stochastic sizing and the nanocoatings, while in 

parallel the useful amount of thermal energy produced by the integration of RES into the envelope, covered the 60% 

of the thermal loads in January. All these provide a competitive and innovative intelligent building. The research is 

going on for examining the application of better SSP in nanocoatings. 
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